Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child choose the word with the correct meaning to fit in the blank. Beside each correct sentence, have your child write noun or adjective to identify the word’s part of speech.

1. The teacher looked __________ as she waited for Josh to answer her question.
   consistent  consistence  expectant  expectance  __________________

2. My grandfather has an __________ of vegetables in his large garden.
   excellent  excellence  abundant  abundance  __________________

3. In science class, we learned about the __________ of a butterfly from a cocoon.
   emergency  expectance  expectant  emergence  __________________

4. My mom is pretty __________ about letting us stay up on the weekends.
   lenient  leniency  affluence  affluent  __________________

5. One pound is __________ to sixteen ounces.
   equivalent  compliancy  compliance  equivalency  __________________

6. Our neighbor, who is __________, gives a lot of money to good causes.
   abundancy  affluence  affluent  abundant  __________________